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Rike Hall has14K beginning
Groundbreaking
ceremonies
*ere held Friday for Rike Hail,
the new home of the College of
Business Administration. The
building, which will be located in
the parking lot just south of Allyn
Hall, will also house the University Computer Center.

erreis. WSU president, said Rike "This is really a fantastic
has made, "absolutely invaluable record."
contributions to the University's
Rike agreed saying, "Nobody
growth."
in their wildest imagination ever
Robert S. Oelman. chairman of thought that 15 years after openthe Board of the Wright State ing. there would be 14.000 studUniversity Foundation said, "I ents."
know of no individual or family
"This building we think, will
who has given more of themAFTER SEVERAL opening selves to the Dayton community, launch another period of growth
speeches, David Rike, former than mv friend, David Rike."
for the university," Kegerreis
owner of the Dayton department
SEVERAL OF THE speakers said.
store chain, rose to take the reminisced about the beginning
poduim. The white-haired Rike, days of Wright State. Oelman
AFTER THE speeches. Kegerlooking relatively unfazed by the said, "This new building is reis. Rike and four others moved
<K)-degree heat, opened by say- another step in the remarkable to a nearby grass and flower
ing, "Nobody ever named a progress of this institution." Re- covered traffic island to attack
building after me before. I can't flecting on a groundbreaking 15 what Kegerreis called "virgin
tell you how proud 1 a m . "
years ago for Ailyn Hall, the first territory" with a gold-plated
Introducing Rike, Robert Keg- building on campus, he said. shovel.

David Rike, for whom WSU'a new Botineaa Administratis
building hi named after, breaks groond with President RoMrt
Kegerreis.
Guardian Photo by Steve King
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WSU may be your new landlord
BY JOHN SALYER
Guardian Associate Editor
Contingent upon a final vote of
approval Wednesday by the
Wright Stale University Board of
Trustees. Wright State may be
entering into a lease agreement
with the Alex Investment Company to obtain some much needed
additional student housing within
walking distance of the WSU
main campus.
According to Roger Holmes,
assistant director of student development. WSU will be leasing
eight new apartment units now
ncaring completion on Zink Road,
nouh of the water tower.
"WE ARE IN the process of

buying furniture and equipping
eight units for occupancy in early
October," Holmes commented.
The apartments will have »-.o
bedrooms, four beds, and will be
completely furnished. But there
arc certain restrictions as to
which students will be allowed to
apply for residency.
"The two requirements for
students living in the new apartments will be that they must be
upper ciassm»<i (45 credit hours
or more), ind must maintain a
GPA of 3.0 or better." Holmes
said.
HOLMES ALSO added that the
University will require all four
persons living in any one unit to
be of the same sex.

thursday
tests

Two students will also be
retained by the University to
serve as "resident managers",
with their duties being similar to
those performed by the resident
assistants now established in
Hamilton Hall.
Each student living in the
apartments will pay $375 per
quarter. This fee includes all
utility expenses involved with the
apartment.
In addition to being-fully carpeted. the units also have all-electrie kitchens, including stove,
refrigerator, and automatic dish
washers.
"OUR LACK OF available
on-campus housing is > crucial
factor in the future of the Uni-

versity,'" Holmes stated. "If we
had had a second residence hall
this fall, we could easily have
Tilled it."
He went on to add. "We're
impressed with the excellent quality of construction at the new
apartments."
The new units will be in no way
associated with the existing
apartment complex on Zink Road,
Bonnie Villa Apartments.
HOLMES ALSO noted that the
contractual arrangements for the
students whose applications are
accepted will be similar to those
now in use at Hamilton Hall.
Students will be required to rest
the units for no less than three
quarters, with the monies b e i n j

i AFSCME contract

Today is the last day to apply for the October 14 Lsat test. Tomorrow
will be the last day to apply for the October 7 CLEP test.

thefts
Thefts plague Wright State campus over summer with losses
totalling more than $3100 in the past two weeks. See page 14 for the
storv

alumni run
WSU Dr. Claiide Hambrkk says Alumni Run "could be
dangerous." See story on page 15.

paid in advance. There will also
be an option to lease for the
summer quarter at a reduced
rate.
Both the Office of Student
Development and the Office of
Campus Planning have been involved in this project, as well as
Student Auxiliary Service. But
the University docs not plan to
stop with only eight units.
A second phase of the program
is hoped to make available 70
more units to WSU students
within a year from now.
THOSE STUDENTS interested
in applying for residence in these
new apartments may apply
through the Office of Student
Development located at 103 University Center.

talks continue

SMITH, WHO replaced John
Wilkens as president of local 2022
following an August election, said
Negotiations
between
the the crux of the negotiation centers
Wright State administration and on the five economic issues of
the local chapter of the American extended health benefits: dental
Federation of State, County, and and optical insurance, hazardous
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) duty pay. shift differential, and re
over a bargaining contract remain duccd parking fees for roughly
at a 'stalemate" despite inter- 700 low income employees (clasvention from federal mediators, sified personnel).
The administration. Smith statAFSCME president Mike Smith
ed. has maintained that the cost
stated Monday.
AFSCME first presented their of increasing benefits to AFSCME
demands to the Admins'ration employees would ultimately be
over a year ago. at a September 1. passed on to students.
"AFSME is not advocating an
1977 meeting. Both parties
increase In student fees." Smith
agreed to call in a federal medi
ator to aid in the negotiations this
said. Sone of 'he demands shch
pasl June.
BY RON WUKFSON
Guardian Staff Writer

as shift differential and hazardous
duty pay, would "affect only
some of the people, not all." he
noted. The dental plan has been
requested by facult^ classified
and unclassified employees for
years.
SINCE THE mediator. Wesley
Vanoverof the Federal Mediation
service, has been called in "there
has been little communicator
between the two parties." Smith
tdded. At this stage, AFSME an:!
the Administration are "awaitir
word from the mediator... ar
(we) "xpert them to come up »
advice for economic concc-^
lions."
<Seo AFSCME, p*«e 14)

c
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Ohio sixth in population but
4 6 in federal funds received
agriculture and
COLUMBl'S UP! Ohio is the tations, 44th
sixth most populus state but J9th in welfare, after the S2.5
rinks 46th in the proportion of billion in grants Ohio received
federal aid to state and local was calculated in a per person
governments i t received in 1977, basis among the state's 10.7
according So a report by six million residents.
However, Ohio has left un
graduate students at Ohio State
claimed literally milions of dollars
University.
The statistics were contained in in federal funds it could have had
a series of articles prepared by sii over the past several years
There are several reasons for
graduate students in the Kipling
this, the report said. One is that
er program at the OSU School of
some state officials Jon'i feel the
Journalism
The articles surveyed the im- effort is worth the money and the
pact of the federal government on other is that numerous iocal
Ohio, how much faith Ohioanc officals don't know how to apply
have in their elected officials and for the funds that would be
why Ohio docs not receive more available to them.
"Ohio is a rather conservative
federal funds.
The report sn.iwed that Ohio state." said State Treasurer Gertrude
Donahey. "They would
was 49th in education in fedcra
rather not go to the federal
Ifunds received 47th in transpor

r

TONY HALL for CONGRESS
get Involved...Join the campaign
Tony Hail need* enthusiastic volunteer* right now
Gel a behlnd-thc-scencs look at politics In action
Call 222-7074
Paid for and authorized by Citizens for Tony Hall.

government . They figure the
government is going to come in
and tell them Jiow to spend it
anyway."
Gov. James A Rhodes, a critic
of a number of federal policies,
disputed these assertions, saying
many federal programs don't suit
Ohio.
"While the Administration will
actively pursue federal funds,
even in cases where state financial matches may be required,
that benefit the social or econimic
well-being of Ohioans. we will not
send good state dollars after bad
federal dollars simply to lure a
few federal dollars which would
have a very minimal impact for
our citizens." said Rhodes.
Aides to Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. D-Ohio, have compiled a
list showing nearly $5 million
relinquished for several programs
aimed at helping handicapped
children and adults. However.
Ohio loses some federal money
because many officials simply
dont know it is available.
The report said 42 Ohio counties have lost out on millions
available from the Econimic
Development Administration because they've failed to draft the
required overall economic development programs required by
the federal government.

F R E E 35c P O R T F O L I O W I T H $3.00 P U R C H A S E
Steno Book res- 69* SPECIAL 29l
Papermate Slim <$ Reg Profile Pen reg. $2.95
SPECIAL $1.39
Papermate Reg Pen reg. 98' SPECIAL 39c
Bic Clic reg. 69' SPECIAL 29c
Bic Pen reg. 29' SPECIAL 19c
5-Subject Theme reg. $2.15 SPECIAL 98r
104 sheets
4-College Subject 3 Double Pockets reg $2.15
SPECIAL 98c
150 sheets
3-Section College Theme reg. $2.15
SPECIAL 98c
;oo sheets Reg College Theme reg. $1.45 SPECIAL 69c
200 sheets

Prices effective through Sept. 24. 1978. Quantity rights reserved
Bi-Rite Discount Center Page Manor Shopping Center Mon.-TJiurs. $-10 Fri. & Sat. 8-11 Sunday 10-10

Anniversary of
Biko's death
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa UPl-Police have arrested 11
friends of Steve Biko. the father of Aouth Africa's black
consciousness movement who died in police custody one ye-<r ago on
September 12.
Biko's widow reported the roundup of her husband's friends and
relatives Monday, and police confirmed the arrests under the
internal security act allowing suspects to be held indefinitely
without trial.
In a trial in Bloementontein, six South Africa policemen and two
civilians have been charged with the murder of a black guard and
the torture of five other blacks.
The state said the blacks were suspended by chains froma barn
roof, whipped with pipes and were given electric shocks. The si*
policemen and two civilians have pleaded not guilty.
Mrs. Miseiki Biko said the arrests, which included Biko's sister
and
brother-in-law,
took
place
Sunday.$
In King Williams Town, Mrs. Biko said "I don't knov where they
are being held. I don't know what the charges arc."
The arrests drew swift protests on the first anniversary of the
black leader's death.
Johannesburg's Rand Daily Mail said in an editorial that even if
the anniversary of Biko's death "were not to have drawn publicity
both at home and abroad, the govermenl in its usual perverse way
has ensured that it will do so by chosing this time to arrest family
members and frinds of Mr. Biko."

Oil price linked to peace
BEIRUT," Lebanon UPl-Saudi Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani
says Saudi Arabia will decide in the next few weeks whether it will
back an oil price increase for 1979. the Saudi press agency said
Tuesday.
Yamani made his remarks at a joint press conference with visiting
Japanese Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda Monday.
The Saudi oil minister said it has not been decided w heiher Saudi
Arabia will accept an oil price increase or insist on a price freeze,
according the Saudi Press Agency.
He said the next few weeks will be important.
Analysts noted that Yamani appeared to attach special
importance to the period immediately following the Camp David
summit, which is widely expected to be a pivotal event in the future
courses of the Middle East conflict.

Seabrook protesters arrested
SEABROOK, N.H. UPl-3aby doctor Benjamin Spock and 10
other protesters were arrested by state police Tuesday on criminal
trespass charges in the fourth illegal demonstration in a month at
the 12.3 billion Seabrook nuclear power plant.
The protesters were taken to the Hampton town jail for
arraignment.
Today's demonstration was the fourth illegal protest at the plant
since contruction resumed Aug. 14 following a three-week pause
ordered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commision.
Reporters and photographers said police forced them to move
across the highway from the plant gate, almost out of sight of the
action.
"Now that all legal avenues to halt construction have been
exhausted and the government has made a grossly misguided
decision to alow the building to continue, we have no recourse other
than civil disobedience," the protesters said in a statement issue
before their demonstration.

(Tfead
We woutf like to invite you to explore meaningful career opportuni,
ties with a leading diversified natural resource company.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Accounting
Production Mgt.
Compulor Science
Marketing
Engineering
Sales
Human Resources
Research
MEAD REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS:
9/28/78-Dotty Creech
If unable to schedule an interview, send resume to David K
Germann, Mead World Headquarters, Courthouse Plaza. N.E
Dayton, Ohio 45463.
An Equal Opportunity EmplbySr M/F

Legionnaires disease
waning in NYC Rhodes makes PUCO appt.
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NEW YORK UPI-Medical investi- further evidence the outbreak had
gators have completed environ- peaked.
Of the 103 total cases-all in the
ments! test and new are concengarment district-97 are listed as
trating on pinpointing the source
suspected and six are confirmed.
of the Legionnaires disease that
Of the si*, there have been two
broke out in the city's garment
deaths.
district"While we can't say categoriPaul Caswell, the city's deputy
cally that the disease has peakfd.
director of operations, said Monwe do believe there was a peak
day the work involved comparing
three or four weeks ago and we
antibody levels in a control group
are now returnirg to low levels of
with those among the garment
suspected cases," Dr. John Marr,
district workers. Antibodies are a deputy health commissioner,
complex proteins that indicate the
told a news conference.
presence of disease.
Water samples were taken
The city hopes to espablish a from water towers atop buildings
control group of 200 to 300 in the area and the tanks were
persons and Caswell said blood drained, disinfected and refilled.
samples already had been taken
Air samples were taken in the
from workers in four groups in area and streets and subways
four of the city's boroughs. These were washed and disinfected.
will be ocmparet. with blood
In addition to the New York
samples taken from about 300
City deaths, two persons have
garment district workers.
died in Rochester. N.Y.. one in
Meanwhile city officials said Memphis. Tenn. and one in
i the number of confirmed and Rutland. Vt. Confirmed cases
suspected cases of legionnaires' have also been reported in Memdisease remained unchanged at phis, Washington. Chicago and
103 Monday and that this was
Burlington. Vt.

COLUMBUS UPI- Howard A.
Cummiiis. a retired rural electric
utility manager and longtime
friend of Gov. James A. Rhodes,
was appointed Tuesday to a fivemonth interim term on the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio.
Cummins. 66. of Columbus,
began his servic» immediately on
the three-man comission. which
regulates public utilities. Rhodes
also appointed the other two
current PUCO members.

Sweet's term runs only through
next Feb. 1. and Rhodes was
bound by law to name a Democrat
to the position. He said Cummins
was his first choice and that no
agreement was made that Cummins would be named to a full sixyear term if Rhodes is re-elected
in Nnvember.

A registered Democrat. Cummins admitted supporting Rhodes
in the last gubernatorial election.
He said he wants to help provide
utility service to Ohioans at the
lowest possible cost.
Cummins retired last year as
executive manager of Ohio Rural
Electric Cooperatives, Inc. He
will complete the unexpired term
of former commissioner David C.
Sweet, who resigned Aug. 31 to
take an administrative post at
Cleveland State University.

Cummins was with the rural
electric group for 25 years and
managed the electric power generation program of the 28 rural
power suppliers serving 225.000
comsumers. Rhodes described it
as "the latRest consumer group
in Ohio."
"These people won their own
power companies." said the governor in announcing the appointment. "The rates are set by

Healy gave each side until
Wednesday evening to offer final
arxuments that might go into his
arbitration decision, the spokesman said. Only three more days
exist in the special mediaton
process before the mediator automatically arbitrates the dispute.
An imposed settlement would
be 'jiiprecedented and it was
uncertain whether the union rankand-file would abide by an unfavorable ruling or attempt a
nationwide wildcat strike.
But union offiers said they
would accept Healv's ruling in
good faith, and doubted discontented locals would attempt walk-

"I'm interested in seeing to it
that Ohio has sufficient utility
service down the road, and that
there is service to the consumer at
the lowest possible cost," Cummins said.
He offered no specifics on how
to lower power costs, adding that
the comsumer will pay "sooner or
later."

First National Bank
FAjRBORN. OHIO
A Full Service Bank

Rostal strike mediator threatens
binding arbitration
WASHINGTON UP1-A special
mediator, unable to resolve a 5month-old contract dispute that
threatened a naihionwide postal
Strike, announced he is preparing
to assume the role of binding
arbitrator and settle the dispute
himself
James J. Healy. a Harvard
University labor relations expert,
told negotiators for the Postal
Service and three unions representing 500,000 workers he
doubted the tmpass could be
broken, a spokesman for the
Federal Mediation and Concila
tion Service said.

consumers who serve on the
board of directors. Since they
own and operate their won utility
services, they have never been
under the jurisdiction of the
PUCO."
The governor denied rumors
that he had first asked Cleveland
City Council President George
Forbes, a black Democrat, to fill
the PUCO vacancy.

outs. It is illegal for postal
workers to strike. The Postal
Service earlier this summer fired
about 200 employees of a Newf
Jersey local who conducted t
wildcat walkout

Mam Office
1 W Main Street

-5-Point Bunch
10 W Dayioiv Vellow
Springs Rd)

878-7241

878-8681

Clarkston
Audi®))))))))'
Welcomes the W.S.U. Students

MANAGER
Pro-shop & Ice arena Sept. to March, full time nights & weekends.
Immediate opening for energetic individual call for interview
Dayton Hara Arena 1001 Shlloh Springs Rd. 278-4776

G00V PRINKS
G00V COMPANY

9 PM - 2 AM
Closed Mondays

PLUS EXCELLENT PORTABLES AND CAR STEREOS
10

W-SU.,

400 Woodman Dr.
253-3113
Men-Thur. 9:30-8:30
Fri. 9:30-7.00
Sat. 9:30-6:00

A UNIQUE &
HAPPV PLACP

L

810- N. MAIN ST
DAYTON, OHIO
228-9916

MAXELL
EMPIRE
BLAUPUNKT
TDK

MCINTOSH
PHASE LINEAR
BANG & OHLSFEN
ACOLSTiC RESEARCH

J.V.C.
SONY
JENSEN
KRIKET

dlifly

Opinions
Curve unimproved

n
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A Imosl a year ago a Wright Stale Parking Services and Security
report recommended some changes in the "S " curve on North Main
Campus Ortve near the entrance to Rokcafield House. After
consulting with Fairbom Fngineei Joseph Arthungal, the University
decided some changes Here needed.
One critical change called for was the removal of the presently
foot high curbing dividing the pedestrain walkway and the road.
This curbing was said to be a factor in of the accidents in that
section of the road

In January of that year. Robert Francis, executive director of
Campus planning and operations, said the removal of the curbing
recommended by Arthungal "cannot be done until our crews finish
with snow rrmoval. " Francis added tuht the six inch difference in
the walkway and the road which would need to be corrected with
asphalt. The job would have to wait until spring Francis stated,
since asphalt does not set well in cold weather.
Well, unless tht powers that be begin the work soon, they will
have the same excuse for not correcting the dangerous curve.
Students can understand that an undoubtedly heavv work load for
tk;• summer cout^ force the roadway work on the back burner But
this is a job that can not be forgotten.
I he original Security report staled. Although no injuries were
reported at those times [four automobile accidents between January
and September of 1977], the potential is there for a serious
accident
Hopefully corrective action can be taken before any "serious
accident" can take place

Parking

Services

leads
on the metric

way

With the arrival of the metric system to the United States, the
Daily Guardian is glad to see Wright Stale change with the times.
Not only are metrics taught in the classroom, but Parking Services
has used the metric system to its advantage. Though WSU has had
problems with the decal system and a lack of parking spaces.
Parking Services has finally contributed to the making of a better
campus. This accomplishment, implemented to boost the acceptance of the metric system, is the use of the parking meter
WSU has been using this system from the beginning.
Considering how often the parking meters are used, they appear to
he very popular The many visitors to our campus, including some
students, seem to enjoy the parking metric system.
The Daily Guardian encourages Parking Services to expand their
use of the metric system to decimeters, millimeters, centimeters,
and kilometers.

Apartments

good addition

The resolution before the Board of Trustees today, which would
allow Wright State to lease apartments on /.ink rood, is an excellent
idea, and should be approved.
The state legislature is tired of building dorms only to close them
when student demand declines, so its is unlikely thai WSU could gel
approval for more dormitory-type housing. This is housing that
WSU needs to attract the student living too far away to drive each
day.
The university will also benefit from having only the students to
concern itself with. There will be no direct repair costs to the
University, and if the demand for housing descreases, WSU ctA
simply not renew the tease.
Undoubtably, the problems arising from this new housing will be
greater than outlined here, but the advantages to be gained far
outweigh the difficult i f f .
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Guardian enters year no. 15
The Guardian has been serving the Wright
Stale University campus for the past 14 years,
and is pleased to be embarking on yet another
year. While in the past the Guardian published
weekly, last year marked the beginning of daily
newspapers. Tuesday through Friday.
The Daily Guardian plans to continue daily
publication throughout this school year on days
school is in session.
The newspaper is run
solely by students with no outside censorship or
."antral, and while our main efforts are centered
on serving the student, we slso seek to inform
the staff, faculty, and administration at WSU.
THE DAILY GUARDIAN seeks to provide the
student with up-to-date news of importance,
features of interest end other services.
One of these services is the NEWS SHORTS/
CLASSIFIED ADS section of our newspaper.
NEWS SHORTS are published in the Tuesday
and Thursday editions, and CLASSIFIEDS
appear on Wednesday and Friday.
Forms for these services are available at the
Guardian office (046 University Center) during
working hours. The forms must be returned to
the office at least two days before publication
date.
NEWS SHORT forms are available to the
community at large for announcements of
meeting and other events of interest to students.
While the service is open to the community,
campus events will receive higher priority. A
NEWS SHORT will be run until out of date, or
forced out of the paper for space considerations.
CLASSIFIED ADS are open to all, but are free
only to students. A student ID is required when
submitting a free classified. AM other ads will
cost 10 cents per word. Every classified ad must

be submitted to the Guardian office; none will
be taken over the phone.
The Daily Guardian also offers display ads to
the public at a cost of $2.20 per column inch.
Student organizations, will receive a 15 percent
discount on any display ad. Any organization
interested in using this service should contact
advertising Manager Lance Goldberg.
STILL ANOTHER service offered by the
Daily Guardian to studeni organizations is th*.
use of our typesetting and headlining machines,
as well as our layout facilities. The requested
times of use must not coincide with any
Guardian activity. Arrangements must be made
with Managing Editor Miriam F-lrod.
For those interested in stories in past
Guardians, we maintain a backfil- of all issues
published. While we cannot allow any of the file
copics to leave the office, we do allow them to be
photocopied. Speak to one of the editors about
file copics.
If a situation presents itself that you feel
should be brought to the public's attention,
contact News Editor Mike Hosier.
SHOULD YOU wish to enter the field of
journalism yourself, experience can be helpful,
and The Daily Guardian is one way to gait, thai
ctperience. Positions may be available in a wide
variety of areas, ranging from reporting to
graphics and layout. Anyone interested in such
positions should contact the managing editor.
The Guardian office is located in the basement of the University Center in room 046.
across from the bookstore. Our phone number is
873-2505. Please help us serve you more effectively by giving us input about your newspaper.

Gephart asks for letters
To the editor:
First I would like to introduce
myself, my name is Tom W.
Gephart. I am 23 years of age and
I am an inmate here at the
Chillicotne-Correctkmal 'istitute.
I would like to thank you for
printing my name and ad in your
college newspaper, a while back.
But, due to the slack of summer
enrollment. 1 did not receive as
many correspondence replies as
expected and I still have about a

year to be incarcerated here at
Chillicothe prison, but I do hope
to obtain my freedom in July of
1979, and I hope that you will
please print this letter in your
college newspaper.
I have no family or friends, but
I do hope that 1 can obtain many
new friends through this college
newspapers, i do value friendship
most highly and greatly.
Here's a fair description of
myself. 1 am 6*2," weight 181,
have short blond hair, and blue

eyes, and I'm a very, very
handsome guy.
Well I'll bring this letter to it's
tnd. but I do hope by this letter,
.hat I will obtain many new
friends.
! want to thank you for listening
to my plea.
Thorns:

Cephart
1147-346
P.O. Box5500
Chillicothe. OH 45601

I

I Ombudsman explains
academic
pitfalls
.Jane Lynch

6) Do you understand completely the grading
criteria—both objective and subjective?
7) Are you awnre of each requirement and
know the weight each will have in the determination of the final grade? Is it in writing?
8) WHAT ARE THE instructor's expeditions
for papers and projects? Do you understand
them and have them in writing?
9) Is the instructor's policy on Incompletes (I)
and time extensions for papers and projects
clear? In writing?
10) Have you made an effort to sec the graded
materials and to discuss the evaluation with
your instructor?
11) ARE YOl! AWARE of your academic
standing in the class before the drop date?
12) Do you know the exam schedule and the
instructor's policy on make-up t u r n s ?
All of the above suggestions can help you
start the quarter with a clear picture of your
responsibilities for your classes. If you have any
questions, don't hesitate to ask the instructor. It
is also a good id»a to visit your instructor in
his/her office if you hsve questions, need clarification of policies or even just to chat.

Dear Students.
As I've been going over our caseload, I've
discovered that many of the problems we've
dealt with arose out of a misunderstanding of
the requirements for a class. It is. of course, the
instructor's responsibility to issue a syllabus,
but. it is the student's responsibility to be sure
that s/he understands the requirements fully.
The following is a list of questions to ask yourself that could help you avoid end-of-the-quarter
hassles and even help you avoid a visit to us to
try to straighten out a misur.dcvstandmg.
1) Do you know your instructor's office location. phone number, and offic? hours?
2) ARE YOU AWARE of the attendance
policy and the rationale for it?
3) Did you get a copy of the syllabus? (This is
particularly important if you weren't in class
when they were handed out.)
4) Are the instructor's objectives and enpectations for the course clear to you?
5) HAVE YOU received a written announcement of any field trips or other specia! meetings,
especially any that require holiday a n d / o r
weekend activity?

Lonely inmates seek new correspondence
To the editor:
longer be so. We would like to be
Elaine Hall Malone, and Eddy | friends with you.
Brophy Campbell are our names,
Now that you have had a
and we irt both confined in the | chance to read the above and
custody of 'he U.S. department of learned of our plea for companionJustice, .n a penal institution.
ship it would certainly be great to
Since our incarcerations we hear from whoever wishes to
have had '• very limited access to write. We assure that all letters
the outside general public with | that are received will be promptly
respect to establishing friend- answered. Please write one. or
ships with those of you that re- both of us at the addresses below:
main in the free world. Our intention in writing this letter is to
reach people outside that would
Elaine Hall Malane
be M i t M e d in beginning a pen
#19243-10/
pal type correspondence.
P.O. Box 4000
Here within the walls of conSpringfield, MO 65802
finement there are many wasted
hours that are just that . . .
wasted hours. We would like to
Eddy Brophy Campbell
instead have people that we could
035963-118
write to, where we could share
P.O. Box4000
our views, thoughts, ideas, so
Springfield. MO 65302
that these wasted hours would no

To the editor:
My name is Myron Mason. I
am confined in prison without the
concern of family or friends,
because of a minor mistake. 1 am
mature . . . positive and have a
very waim disposition.
Most of us need one another,
not so much for fear of loneliness
but for happiness as well. This is
just another way of saying that I
would like very much to have
someone out there; a friend to
eichange letters with. Loneliness
is a very heavy burden, and I
would be indeed grateful.
I will answer all letters, age,
color, or religious preferences
make no difference whatsoever. I
am only interested in meeting
new friends. (Friendship is a very

treasured eipcrience).
Mr. Myron Mason 1143-766
P.O Box 45699
I. ucasville. OH 45699

To the editor:
My name is Dennis Dussell,
unfortunately, I'm also tabled
#143562, as I'm in prison . . . I'm
writing to you because I feel 1
must reach out to someone, I'm
requesting correspondence, as
corresponding is about as far as
our staying in tune with you, and
your society goes. So, I simply
now ask you for any form of aid
possible, as any attempt will be
unquestionably appreciated. I'm
very lonely, very alone! I want to
again smile and share/grow . .
know what I feel regarding friend -

My profession is photography,
1 love all outdoors (Mts/woods
and the ocean). 1 play guitar,
water and snow sk:ing are fun
too, and of course, partyin' and
good people always are! I'm
originally from Miami Fla.; therefore Ohio and this prison are
unwelcomed strangers to me . . .
I'm 23 years old.
Won't "someone" write and
let me know that indeed good
people and things still are out
there? Editor. I thank you for
anything you may do regarding
my request, I also thank you for at
least listening . . . please be happy and take care!
Dennis Dussell
143562 Box 45699
143562 Box
I ucasville OH 45699

O.U. artist King, dancer Covert seek friends
To the editor
I am writing to you again in
hopes of once more having my
name put into the "Guardian
News'" requesting correspondence from oulside contacts. As
you know , i am an inmate at the
Chillicothe Correctional Institute,
with too much time left idle. 1
enjoy writing and making new
friends. 1 have no family left and
it seems that the ones that were

close have forgotten.
I am 32 years young and my
main endeavours are art. 1 attend
O.ll. through independent study
courses and I hope to get my
degree in 2 more years. My
personal hobbies arc. of course,
art.Thess, and 1 enjoy very much,
weighlifting.
I feel I am a man. !ike all men,
that has perhaps by our patriarchal government rules, done
wrong, nut have learnt by my

misfortunes. I am honest, and
truthful and have no hidden
motives to gain from a friendship,
except friendship and a chance to
share ideas.
In closing. 1 would again like to
lhank the staff for running my
requests and say. "I enjoy reading the Guardian very much and
am looking forw ard to doing some
cartooning for you. With school in
lull swing, perhaps many will

robbery, I have no family, friends
or associates on the outside to
Clifford King 0149269 wjite. visit, or assist me with my
P. O. Box 5500 wants and needs and would like to
Chillicothe, OH 45601 hear from anvone who has the
time or can find the time to write
me. 1 will answer any and all
To the editor
My name is Jack. ! am 27 years letters. Mv hobbies and interests
old. si* feet tall. IN) lbs.. I have are swimming, skating, dancing,
brown hair, blue eves, anil a sports and traveling.
Jack Covert 145 X74
native of Columbus Ohio. I'm
f'.OBox 511
serving time for assault anil
Columbus OH 43216
answer to may request.
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Gallery director expands scope of exhibits
BY RON RYDER
Guardian Special Writer
Michael Jones, new Acting
Gallery Director of Wright State's
art department, began his job
with an essentially empty exhibit
schedule Consequently, the exhibits this year will be designated
almost entirely by Jones, and he
(eels that this is an excellent
opportunity for him to honor the
galleries commitments as he
sees them
With the assistance of new
Associate Director David Givler.
Jones will be responsible for the
exhibits to be shown in the Main
Gallery and the Experimental
Gallery, both located in the
Creative Arts Center The Main
Gallery features exhibits mostly
from outside this region, while
the Experimental Gallery concentrates on work by students and
faculty
• THE GALLERIES play a supportive role to ongoing programs
in the art department, as well as
acting .is a show place and forum

r

for curren contemporary concerns in a n . " said Jones
"I feel thai in the past, the
focus of the main gallery has been
perhaps a bit narr>w. and I hope
to expand the srope of the
exhibitions." Jone.i explained.
"An effort on mv part «o cover the
traditional craft media is the reason for the first show of the year,
which will fealure irreplaceable
Amish quilts from I860 to 1930."
The show begins Sept 18.
In December, the Main Gallerywill host The Record as An
Work, a collection of phonograph
records, jackets, and liners linking together the visual arts and
the recording arts. A faculty show
in January will be followed in
February by an exhibit on contemporary concerns in video.
Jones noted that the video show
w ill include a tie-in with commcr
cial cable TV systems. A major
exhibit in ceramics is planned for
the spring, and a display of work
made possible by a regional
fellowship grant project is scheduled for Ma\ The senior show-

will close out the school year.
IN CHOOSING exhibits for the
gallery. Jones stressed that his
personal taste is not the basis for
making selections. "The exhibits
are chosen because of their
visible weight and the conceptual
basis of the work," he said.
"Exhibits are often chosen because they raise a question .
rather than pose a solution.
Besides being a showcase for
finished pieces of art. JOnes
views the galleries as forums for
ideas and philosophies, and laboratories w here experimentation
takes place. "I feel that art is a
kind of examination of various
perspectives and alternative ways
of locking at the world," he said.
"1 believe in the University as a
placc of dialogue, and plan to
further on the local level the reputation that the WSU art department seems to have gained nationally."
Jones is a resident of Yellow
Springs, and was involved in the
group murals painted in different
locations within the village. He

received a BFA in sculpture at
Ohio State University, and earned
his master's degree in ceramics
there this spring. Givler and
Jones met at OSU when Jones
was working on his master's and
Givler was employed by the
University Galleries. Givler did

undergraduate work in art and art
education at OSU.
Jones invites any thoughtful
criticism concerning the galleries,
and hopes to see some sort of
"dialogue" developing between
the WSU community and the
galleries in the coming year.

WP

Mike Jonec, acting director of WSU'a art department and Dave
Givler, associate director
Guardian photo by Steve King
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School of Psychology hires 30 professors
BY DAVID DENNEY
Guardian Wire Editor
The WSU School of Professional Psychology is fast becoming a reality, with the hiring of
over thirty clinical professor? and
assistant professors in the last
month.
The new school is the first in
Ohio, and the eleventh in the
nation to offer the Doctor of
Psychology Degree. Dr. Ronald
Fox, dean of the new school,
explained. "Right now. we're in
OU! recruiting phase. We just
hired four top level people
two are nationally recognized in
their fields.
"ONE IS Dr. Allan Barclay of
St. Louis University. Barclay
edits the Profession-it Psychology

Journal, and is very involved with
the American Psychological Association (APA). He is an expert
in training people to work with
mentally retarded children.
"The other is Dr. Ruvsell Bent,
deputy director of the Georgia
Mental Health Institute in Atlanta. Bent is a health service evaluation expert.
"We're going after the best "
Fox said. "We've also received
over two hundred unsolicited
applications for teaching positions."
FOX SAID
The WSU program is a four year sequence,
culminating in a Psy. D. degree.
The curriculum is designed to
teach by setting objectives, requiring ccrtain skills and abilities.
Students will be evaluated ac-

cordingly.
"Our emphasis is on people
who can apply their abilities upon
graduation.
"The Doctor of Psychology
(Psy,D.) program will train practitioners in applied psychology,
encompassing many areas." Fox
stressed.
EXAMPLES he cited were:
Clinical— counseling for the emotionally and mentally disturbed.
Industrial—covering a wide range
of man-machine systems, personnel selection, environmental management. and conflict negotiation-resolution.
General Health Care—covering

such health problems as hypertension. chronic pain, sexual problems, and pre/post operative
difficulties.
Fox pointed out that there is a
great deal of student interest and
some confusion about the kind of
student they're looking for.
"Our first class in the fall of
1979 will consist of advanced
standing students." he said.
"These are people with their
master's of psychology degree
who arc presently working in the
community. They will need two
years to complete their Psy.D.
degree.
"FOR 1979. we're looking for
FA I RB0P.N

/V\

Sports want ads

The Wright State University
Athletic Department is looking for
someone to work as soccer manager to work throughout the year
and travel with the team. A
storekeeper is also needed for the
varsity soccer home matches.
Interested persons should contact
Don Mohr, Physical Education
BIdg. F.xt. 2771.

ing. Karate. Racquetball. Riding.
Scuba. Ski. Volleyball. Rugby,
and Judo. There is also a University Health Club. All interested individuals should contact the
Intramural-Recreational
Sports
Office in the P.E. BIdg., 8732771 or contact Don Mohr or Ken
Knight.

Wright State University has 12
Sports Clubs on campus. Among
these arc: Auto. Archery. Bowl»SSSSSWSS5?iSS»SSSSSSSSSr{
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people who want to upgrade their
skills, and not for people present
ly in master's degree programs.
The second year class will
consist of both advanced standing
and post baccalaureate students.
Fox noted that the reason foi
such highly selective adminissions procedure was that the
school is offering a new degree
from a relatively new university,
taught by an unprovrn staff.
"WE WILL BE judged very
carefully on our graduates." Fox
said, "so we must pick very carefully. Our advanced students will
be people presently operating at
high skill levels.

McDonald's
1232 K a u f f m a t . A v e .
F o i r b o r n , Oh'.o
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News Shorts
Today
Symphony Auditions Available
The Springfield Symphony
has announced that audition
times are still available for
positions with the orchestra.
There arr immediate openings
in the horn, and percussion
sections.
Auditions for brass, wood
winds, and percussion will be
this evening, September 14
The 1978-79 season will include si* subscription concerts
-,nd the Christmas Gala Artists scheduled to appear with
the orchestra are Avery Fisher
Price winners Andre Michel
Schub and Ursula Oppens.
violinist Joseph Silverstcin,
guest conductoi George Thy
mis. and the Sartory Piano
I no.
An> musician who i-, .titer
ested in auditioning for the
orchestra is asked to call the
Springfield Symphony office at
(51 J) 325-8100,

September
Fifrfwm Playhouse
The Kairborn Playhouse. 23
E. Mam St., will present the
Irving Berlin hit mu>icsl
Annie Get Your Gun" on
Sept. 15. lb. 22 and 23.
General admission is $3. stud
ents to 19 yrs. and Senior
Citizens are $2. Bos office
opens at 8 p.m.. curtain time is
8:30 p.m. For reservations call
878-1651
Special group rates are
available
Effective Parenting Taught
The Wright State University
College of Education will offer
a course in Effective Parenting. from 7 to 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays, during the fall quarter beginning September 14
The course will be held in
Room 025 of Millet Hail by Dr.
Arlene Brown.
The course is open to anyone who wants to develop
skills necessary to be a more
effective parent. Such skills
includc establishing and maintaining communication channels. establishing interaction
patterns, setting rules, hand
ling stresses and pressures in
families and dealing with family conflict.
Other topics of study will be
the dynamic and changing
family, stages and phases of
child growth and development. behavior management
and the- use of activities and
materials to promote stimulating intellectual, emotional,
and social growth.
The course offers three
hours of undergraduate credit
and there are no prerequisites.
Anyone interested in enrolling
in the course may contact the
WSU Admissions Offic; In
Allyn Hall at 873-2211.

Scan Center
The SCAN (Suspected Child
Abuse and Neglect) Center of
Davton-Montgomery County is
a community based program
which offers services to fami
lies caught in the circumstances of child abuse and neglect.
Volunteers with SCAN contribute to the effort in a variety of
innovative ways.
Parent Aides, for example,
arc trained volunteers who
work with families on an individual basis. They offer support and friendship. After all,
there are two victims of child
abus and neglect: the child
and the parent Both m.-ed
help
Other volunteers staff the 24
hout SCAN hotline. This service offers a sympathetic ear
un.i a lot of reassurance to
those who have one of the
toughest jobs in the world—
that of being a parent.
The SCAN speakers' bureau
provides volunteers to speak to
community groups to provide
information about child abuse
and neglect. Community com
mitment to this problem be
gins with community awareness of it. Still other volunteers provide transportation
for lamilies and child care relief to harried parents. Some
also attend parenting skills
classes with partners who
want to improve their relationships with their children.
If you have some time and a
lot of patience, offer to be a
SCAN volunteer Abusive/neglectful parents can be helped
They can learn new ways of
raising children from suppor
live adults. With friendly gui
dance, paren's can become
more comfortable in the parenting role. Take the first step to
save a family. Volunteer your
time and talents. Child abuse
and neglect is a social problem
which requires the involvement of the entire community.
For more information call
the SCAN Center at 223-5427.
Group training sessions for
new volunteers will be held 9
a.m.—2:30 p.m.. September
11 and 12, in downtown Dayton.
Fall Book Sale
The Wright State Library
will hold its Annual Fall Book
Sale September 20 from 8:30
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on the
Library Terrace.
Fail Formal Kuah
WSU Sororities will hold
their fall formal lush on September 22, 24, and October 1,
1978. Sign up for rush will be
September 14,15 in Allyn Hall
(outside the lounge); September 18. in Millett Lobby;
September 19-21 outside the
Crock Pot; and September 22
in Millett Lobby. Time—10-2.
Stop by and talk to us. Greek
life has much to offer you—
check us out!

Admission Tests
Those planning to take one
or more of the admission tests
required by graduate and professional schools are advised
to register for the tests immediately. A disruption in mail
service could prevent those
who delay from being registered for the early fall administrations. Regular Registration
Deadlines for the examinations are:
Law School Admission Test
(LSAT)
Sept 14. 1978
Graduate Management Ad
mission Test (GMAT)
Sept. 21. 1978
Graduate Record Examination
(GRE)
Sept. 28. 1978
late Registration Deadlines
generally are one week later
than the Regular RegistntfiOh
Deadlines.
Student Insurance
All inquiries and claim
forms for Student Insuranceshould be directed to Student
Health Services. 067 Allyn.
Students may continue to signup for insurance through September 21st. Be safe—Be insured!
Extended Car Pool Deadline
Students, faculty and staff
may sign-up for the computerized car pool service through
Wednesday. September 18 in
the Student Development Of
fice. 122 Student Services
Wing
Learning Resources Center
Health care jirofessionals in
the Dayton/Miami Valley area
have access to self-instructional audio visual programs
on pulmonary medicine during
September. The Ohio Thoracic
Society (OTS) Learning Resources Center, or portable
library, is being placed in area
hospitals and at Wright State
University and Sinclair Community College as it travels to
16 lung associations throughout Ohio.
The purpose of the Center,
sponsored locally by the Miami Valley Lung Association,
is to provide postgraduate
education for health professionals who are interested in
pulmonary medicine. Ten of
the 20 programs in the library
offer American Medical Association and Ohio State Medical
Association Category 1 credit.
A special feature of the
Learning Resources Center is
a seven-volume course on Pulmonary Immunology, purchased by a direct grant from
the Miami Valley Lung Association. Presented in ten parts,
the course surveys the entire
subject of the immune system
and its relationship to the
lungs' defense mechanisms.
The programs are intended
for physicians, medical and
nursing students, regis.ered
nurses, respiratory therapists,
pulmonary function technicians. and specialists in pulmonary and industrial medicine

ICC Meetings
The first ICC meeting of the
quarter will be held on
Wednesday. Sept. 20 from 3-4
in 041 U.C. All clubs, please
plan to send a club representative. The schedule of fall
meetings is as follows:
Sept. 20. 3-4 p.m., 041 U.C.,
Oct. 4. 3-4 p.m . 045 U.C..
Oct. 18. 3-4 p.m.. 124 M. Nov.
I. 3-4 p.m., 041 U.C.. Nov. 15,
3-4 p.m.. 041 U.C.. Nov. 29.
3-4 p.m.. 041 U.C.
Seminar on Bonds
A free investment seminar
on Tax-Exempt Municipal
Bonds will be held at the
Fairborn Holiday Inn on Monday. September 25th 41 7:15
p.m. Reservations are required. For reservations or additional information, call Edward D. Jones & Co. at
8782395. Prospectuses will be
distributed.

October
WSl' Handicap Conference
Wright State is cosponsoring a national conference October 4-6 on postsecondary
education for the handicapped. The conference will feature a one-day workshop on
how businesses as potential
employers can be better prepared for the handicapped
employee and how universities
can better prepare the handicapped student for employment.
The conference, called
"Change Strategies and Disabled Persons: Postsecondary
Education and Beyond." will
cover topics related to all types
of physical disabilities, including visual impairments, hearing impa'rments. mobility impairments and non-obvious
disabilities.
Speakers in the employment
dayjs acitivities will include
Don Werner of the Employment Relations Division of the
General Motors Corp.; Robert
Menchel of the Xerox Corp..
Carol Dunlap of the Electronic
Industries Foundation; and
Steve Jamison, personnel consultant for IBM Corp. Recent
graduates, students currently
in college, and representatives
from educational facilities will
also be featured as speakers.
The conference is being
sponsored by WSU and the
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped in cooperation
with the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce. The workshops will be held at the
Dayton Convention center,
with a reception and a banquet
held on the Wright State University campus. Wright State
was selected as a co-sponsor
because of the university's
innovations in handicapped
services.
Prior registration is required
to attend the conference. For
further information on the conference. contact the Office of
Handicapped Services at
Wright State University, Dayton OH. 45435.

October Daze
October Daze will be Friday.
October 6 with a raindate of
Friday. October 13. A sensational show is planned with the
live
bands
"Sunnuva."
"Kros-Fyre." and "Eric. Bill.
iScRoscoe." Be sure to take the
day off and party with all the
clubs on campus! A lot of
festive fun is planned for all!

November
Anyone Can Go to NY
The Art Department will
once again be holding its
annual field trip to New York
city. The departure time will
be Wednesday, November 8,
at 5:30 p.m. and return to
Dayton on Sunday, November
12. at approximately midnight
(No classes on November 10—
Veteran's Day.) Departure will
be from the library circle in
front of the Creative Arts
Center.
If you would like to participate in the trip it will be necessary for you to pay for the hotel
and transportation (coach
buses with restroom facilities)
at the time of registration.
Registration for the trip began
September I. in the Art Department officc. There will be
no refunds after October I.
1978. There are 114 seats
available. The hotel will once
again be the George Washing
ton. located at 23 Lexington
Avenue at 23rd Street.
Monday, October 23. will be
the last day to register and pay
for the trip.
Below are listed the rates for
hotel accomodations and the
total cost of the trip. Rates are
based on "per person" costs
for three nights.
Single Room, $49 plus bus.
$42 totaling $91;
Double or twin. $31 plus bus
$42. totaling $73;
Room for 3, $28 plus bui,
$42 totaling $70;
Room for 4 , 525 plus bus,
$42 totaling $67.
"Room Only" or "Transportation Only" options arc
also available.
As in the pas', everyone is
on their own while in the city.
There will be one or two tours
through various sections of the
Metropolitan Museum should
there be enough student interest. M^ps and Gallery
Guides are available once we
are in New York. A calendar of
events will be available at the
time of departure.

Announcements
Chlmaera
The University Honors Committee is accepting applications for the position of editor
of the Honors magazine. Chimaera. All Honors students interested in the job are encouraged to contact the Honors
Office (163 Millett. 873-2660)
for further details Duties include soliciting, selecting, and
editing manuscripts for publication. This is not a paid pe;ition. but it docs offer the opportunity to acauire valuable
skills and experience.
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News Shortsj
Announcements
W-ntern Ohio BRanch
cunpa*
Season tickets arc now available for the 1978-79College
Community Arts Council Artist Series. Season tickets will
cover admission to nine separate productions throughout the
year at a cost will under single
ticket admission prices. Adult
reason tickets will cost $10;
Student & Senior Citizen,
$7.50; and Family Passes are
available for $35. If individual
tickets are purchased advanced sale, they will cost $2
lAdult) and $1 (Student and
Senior Citizen), individual tickets purchased at the door will
cost $3 (Adult) and $1.50
(Senior Citizen and Student).
The Artist Series will begin
Sunday, Sept. 24 at 8 p.m.
with the popular "Hot Mud
Family" presenting a concert
of Old-Time Blue Grass and
Country Music. The concert is
»chedulcd at Western Ohio
Branch Campus in Celina.
On Oct. t> at 8 p.m. in the St.
Marys high school aduitorium.
the Cincinnati Ballet Company
will perform.
Nov. 4 the Kirsteins, Janne
& Jack, from the University of
Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music will present a
concert of piano and cello
music. A special Christmas
concert will be performed by
the Lima Rotary Boys' Choir
on Dec. 9.
Any person wishing to be
listed as a contributing member of the Arts Council may
become a patron for $75,
receiving 2 season passes; an
Associate for $100, receiving 4
season tickets, or a Benefactor
for $300, receiving 6 season
tickets.
Persons wishing more information on purchasing season
tickets may phone (419) 5862365 or 394-3458 or write Season Tickets, College Community Arts Council, Western
Ohio Branch Campus. Celina,
Ohio 45822.
Biology Addition*
Wright State's Biology Department is adding three new
classes to the fall schedule.
BIO 111(4) Saturday, 8 a.m.
to 10:30 a.m., lecture. 1! a.m.
to 1 p.m., lab.
BIO 202 (0): Monday and
Friday. 4:10 p.m. to 6 p.m..
lab.
BIO 206 (0): Monday and
Wednesday, 5:10 p.m to 8
p.m.. lab.
Tutoring
Tutoring is available for all
university student* free of
charge (3 hours per week).
To receive assistance in any
subject area, complete an application in the tutoring office:
131 Student Services Wing.
For more information, call
873-2841.

May Festival Chorus
Auditions
Auditions for the 1979 May
Festival Chorus at the U.C.
College-Conservatory of Music. Room A-12. will be held
during afternoon and evening
hours through Saturday. September 16. as follows:
Thursday. Sept. 14-12 noon
to 1:30 p.m.; 4 to 6 D.m.
Friday, Sept. 15-12 Noon to
1:30 p.m.; 6 to 10 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16-11 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Prospective Chorus members, including members of
last year's May Festival Chorus who also must audition,
may expect .1 maximum 10
minute auditioit. A Bach chorale. an art song of one's own
selection, or "America" will
be- required. Auditions may be
scheduled through Mrs. Hiehaus at 475-26%.
May Festival Chorus members will also perform at Music
Hall up'ier CSO Music Advisor
Walter Susskind (Britten's "A
Spring Symphony"), and under Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Conductor Erich Kunzel in
"An Evening of Cole Ported'

Marketing Competition
Philip Morris Incorporated
has announced its tenth annual Marketing/Communications Competition for College
Students. The purpose of the
competition is to provide students with a practical and
realistic business project,
bringing them into direct contact with the business community.
A $1,000 grant will be awarded to the winning entries at
both the undergraduate and
graduate levels, runners up
will receive $500 grants; and
other finalists in the undergraduate and graduate categories will receive special
merit awards. Entries may
desl with any aspect of the
broad areas of marketing/
communications related to
Philip Morris Incorporated, its

Room*
Malp Wanted
R.d«
For Salt
L o j t a>xl F o u n d
Mijcellaoaouj
Rates:

non-tobacco operating companies or any of its non-tobacco products.
Student chapters of professional societies, regular classes or ad hoc committees of no
less than five students at the
undergraduate level and no
less than two at the graduate
level under the counsel of
full-time faculty members may
submit proposals.
In addition to the gran's,
two student representatives
and the faculty advisor from
each of the winning and run
ner-up committees will be invited to be Philip Morris's
guests at corporate headquarters in New York or at another
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WSU Cheaa Club
The WSU Chess Club will
have its first meeting of the
1978 academic
year on
Wednesday September 20, in
043 UC. Any questions should
be directed to Glen Jula at
277-0831. 9-14

The
Daily Guardian

; has an eye peeled
for photojournalists
Apply
046 University
Center

Classifieds
For Sale

Personals

Help Wanted

HUGE fOUR-family garage
sale. Furniture, televisions,
dishes, linens, books, men's
and women's clothing, many
other items, all in good condi
tion. Sat. 9/16. 10-5. Sun9/|7,
12-5. 216 Archer. Fairborn
9-14
74 FORD MAVERICK 2-dr,
very clean, low mileage, fm 8
track, grabber package, auto.
254-7501. 8-8

Misc.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING;
thesis, term. etc. 75 cents a
page and up; near university253-5654. x-7-11-3

16 hours per week. $2.75 per
hour for a male attendant.
Share a nice apartment close
to WSU. Call Bob at 878-2129.
9-14

GREEKS—Good Luck with
rush this year-start it off with a
bang! JW. 9-14
GAS—Thanks for your support
this summer—and through
RUSH. You've been terrific!
Mrs. GAS. 9-14

For Rent
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share a 3 bedroom house with
2 other girls. Near university
of Dayton, reasonable rent.
Call Maryanne or Trudy after
5 p.m. 254-3985. A-8

FEMALE R O O M M A T E ( s )
needed for house half mile
from WSU. Call Tina 2543761. 9-14

THE WSU Chess Club will
begin its meetings on Wednesday Sept 20. and every Wednesday after that in 043 UC.
For more information contact:
Glen Jula at 277-0831, or leave
message at X2162 (FCC office). 9-14

MALE Roommate(s). preferably senior or grad. student,
wanted to share two-bedroom
apt. at Bonncvilla. Can move
in Sept. 1. Call 426-1374 for
Ismail after 9 p.m. 8-8

(.1 ARIHVN classified ads
| .ire free t.i Wrighl Slate I'nl• ersil> students and len cents
| per word lor all others. All
free ails v. ill appear a mavinuin; lit I H u litnes unless
resubmitted. I urms may he
obtained il ihe (.1ARDIAN
nlfice, I>4(> ( ni\ersil\ Center.
i'aiil ads «ill appear as
many times us requested In
Ihe
adiertiser.
Payment
should accompany the order
lor nun-student atls. \ o classified ails "ill lie accepted over
lln- phone.
VII ikissilu-d -idhear
tli« .iiherlistis signature as
•..II .is liis in In-1 address,
telephone miinlici. and social
V i tuin nunilier. V(ls of qucs.ililc m nllenshe content
n u t no: 'i. iiu'ulU

CUAfiDtAN CLASS!I ' 5 0 AD FORM
Name
Phone

A ddrm&

-

Social Security number
N r . words

Students free

corporate location to discuss
their proposals with Philip
Morris executives.
For additional information,
contact Marketing/Communications Competition. Philip
Morris Incorporated. !S0 Park
Avenue, New York. New York
10017.

!"ime» r u n

D2te Inserted

'jno-jnt

Maximum-

twice

Writing must be legible
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I've go! Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind.

"WANi

I'abM <*K
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Springsteen's "Darkness"
-a mature and potentially dangerous album
BY R.L. METCALF
Guardian Mi*lc Writer
DARKNESS ON THE EDGE
OF TOWN, Bruce Springsteen.
Springsteen's long-awaited Utest
album reveals a new focus of the
elements which make up his distinctive style.
His sound is still the easily
identifiable and much-imitated
Springsteen sound, but he has
paid off his debts to his past. He
has abandoned the dense production inspired by Phil Spector's
rock classics—his guitar playing
is no longer submerged in the
total sound, and he is given a
chance to show his electrifying
style. The sparser instrumentation. such as in Racing in the
Streets, is reminiscent of the austerity of many of Jackson
Browne's songs.
SPRINGSTEEN'S vocals have
also become more varied. Racing
»hows a melodic style which he
has no! displayed on previous
albums. The influence of Pati

Smith is evident in two songs—
Candy's Room opens with a subdued monologue merging into
song such as Smith used in
HORSES, and on Adam Raised a
Cain Springsteen seems to utilize
vocal idiosyncrasies similar to
Smith's, but they come out of the
emotion of the Jong rather than
from mere style.
The near-hysteria of Adam
exemplifies the theme of the entire album—people pushed to the
brink by shattered dreams and
the monotony of every day life.
The exuberance of BORN TO
RUN has been replaced by just
barely controlled desperation.
Springsteen is writing about the
same kind of people, but they are
no longer street people with
nothing to do but love and fight
and live from day to day. They
have evolved from comic book
heroes to real people who have
futures and jobs which have
reduced their lives to mere existences.
Bruce Springsteen has maturrH

during the three years since his ind its aftermath (You Gotta
last album, musically and lyrical- Survive).
ROBINSON'S passionate and
ly DARKNESS ON THE EDGE
OF TOWN is the rock and roll ironic anthems arc the ones which
album that his fans have been stand out. Glad to be Gay is a
waiting for, because Spring- sardonic treatment of the complasteen's maturity and loss of cency of those who ignore the
of
homosexuals
youthful exuberance make this a persecution
("queer-bashing" Is second only
dangerous album.
POWER IN THE DARKNESS, to cricket in some parts of
TRB. A different sort of darkness England). Robinson, who is gay.
is presented in this album. The tells a story similar to Rod
Tom Robinson Band deals with Stewart's The Killing of Georgie.
the dangers which threaten soci- without the subtlety. He intends
ety rather than individuals. Near- to shock his listeners "With the
ly every song on the album has a inhumanity and intolerance of our
catchy ' x>k, an essential element social standards:
"Don't try !o kid us that if
of the anthem. Nearly every song
you're discreei
is an anthem, speaking out
You're perfectly safe as you
against encroachment of the neowalk in the street
fascist National Front in England,
You don't have to mince or
and the restriction of freedoms.
make bitchy remarks
Some tend toward preachiness,
such as Right On. Sister. some,
like Clad to Be Gay and Power in
the Darkngss. are passionate and
ironic. Others are futuristic visions of a revolution {The Winter
of '79 and Man You Never Saw)

To be beaten unconscious
and left in the dark . . . "
Power in the Darkness combines political sentiment, wit and
funk Robinson's bass is especially driving, and Mark Ambler's
organ playing is superb. Robinson's vocals are distinctively
working class, but in the middle
of the song he adopts an Alistair
Cooke accent for a reactionary
editorial speech which parodies
the lyrics of the song.
SEVERAL OF THE songs on
the Ip are not politically oriented.
TRB's first British hit, 2-4-b-X
Motorway, is an infectious rocker.
Martin and Grey Cortina, although they are not political,
reveal a great deal about their
narrators' social status and lifestyles.
Robinson's political consciousness may lead many people to
believe that he is a punk. But. he
avoids much of the irresponsibility of punk—instead, he plays
rock with a conscience.

AFSGME
WRIGHT STATE CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES:
WHAT HAS THE UNION DONE FOR YOU LATELY?
Your recent $.20-40 pay raise would have been much less if AFSCME hadn't
lobbied the state legislature.
Your first contract since 1 v»73. which guarantees your benefits and working
conditions, is now in the hands of a Federal mediator-AFSCME is holding out for
economic improvements.
-AFSCME'S PEOPLE organization is working for candidates who support your needs
as a public employee.
-AFSCME continues to work in Columbus for a comprehensive Collective Bargaining
Bill to insure your future.
-AFSCME recently filed a class action suit against Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Ohio on
behalf of all state employees who overpaid to the tune of 10 Million dollar s-i win will
mean money returned to you in the form of increased benefits.
-AFSCME has reorganized locally to provide better service to Wright State
employees. You'll be hearing from us!
YES,AFSCME has been working around the colock for your interest. But the struggle
to improve working conditions for public employees is a hard one. You can help by
joining an organization d-dicated to improve working conditions for public
employees. Your dues, which are tax deductible, are a small price to pay for the long
range rewards.
CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR OWN GOOD CAUSE

JOIN AFSCME

Mike Smith-President
Carol Baker-Secretary/Treasurer
873-2926 873-2117
Dave Cohen-Vice-president
873-2986
Charlie Hughes-Representative
236-6200
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
AFL-CIO

Find
yourself
in the
woods.
O r i e n t e e r i n g . . . it's arf old sport recently added to
the Olympics. I t ' s like r u n n i n g cross-countrv with
c o m p a s s and m a p as y o u r guide.
C o n t e s t a n t s race agpinst t h e clock, n a v i g a t i n g
t h r o u g h unfamiliar terrain. A t each hidden control
point, t h e y punch a special m a r k on their score c a r d s
to prove th e y ' v e been there.
Orienteering is rapidly e x p a n d i n g in the United
S t a t e s . Because A r m y ROTC is introducing it on
many college c a m p u s e s . It's one way our s t u d e n t s
practice the "land navigation"" theory they learn
in class.
M a n y A r m y ROTC courses a n d extracurricular
activities offer you t h e s a m e kind of challenge a s
orienteering. To prepare you, mentally a n d physically, for y o u r l e a d e ' s h i p position as an A r m y officer
when you g r a d u a t e .
If you're looking for a challenge, in colleg" and
a f t e r w a r d s , you'll find some of it out r u n n i n g in
t h e woods.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TOf EAD.
For more information, contact
Army ROVC a t
a t 182 PE.

8 7 3 - 2 7 6 3 or

visit

us
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University Center Board ^|j' Kick off the fall with
paid advertisement
University Center Board

What's free and lasts all day? University Center Pay of coursel
Just listen to the tasty line-up of entertainment that is being
offered. The popular country-rock group Electra Glide will guide
your listening ear from 1? 30 to 4:00 in the Ralhskelier. If music
isn't your bag and you're into a more graphic form of
entertainment, then stop by room 041. 042. or 043 for some free
flicks. The all day showings starting al 11:30 include the Marx
Brothers, Laurel and Hardy, W.C. Fields, Charlie Chaplin and
much, much more.

Wright State University

paid advertisement

At 17:00 noon the one and only Dr. Martin Arbagi will give his
lecture "Count Pracula" in room 155B How about that for the
lighter side of things? Immediately following "Count Dracula" you

Coffeehouse

can dip your fingers into a massage demo by our miniversity
instructor Richard Edgerton at 1:00 in room 155B. If you like what
you see. sign up for his miniversity massage class.
However, if your blood is chilled from that eiperience, warm it up
by getting into the beer tasting contes! at the Rathskeller, guess the
right beers and win a free case. Who can turn down an opportunity
to feed your face for free in the U.C. cafeteria (limited number
available - first come, first served basis please!) Hey, listen to this.
UCB known that college studer.ts don't spend too much money on
duds, so through the court-sy of the bookstore you have an
opportunity to win a shirt or a sweatshirt to boot. Not a bad way to
start tht; school year, eh? Hey. keep reading on, we're not through
with vou vei.

See YOU at the movies
Maybe Rhett didn't give a damr. but University Center Board does! This fall's
films have been planned for a taste from the cultivated to the bizzare. UCB is
beginning the line-up it. September with David O. Selznick's GONE WITH THE
WIND The following week will be NEVER GIVE A SUCKER AN EVEN BREAK,
with W.C. Fields, snd the Marx Brother's classic ANIMAL CRACKERS.
Starting October off is THE BLACK BIRD, starring George Segal as Sam Spade Jr.
in this comic update of "THE MALTESE FALCON". With it will be FAREWELL MY
LOVELY, an excellent modern film version of the Ramond Chandler novel, starring
Robert Mi'.cbem. On Wednesday October 11 UCB brings your way our first free flick
of the year
BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID. That weekend is
Woody Allen's international spy melodrama. WHAT'S UP. TIGER LILY?, along with
a television pilot Allen made in the early 60's starring Louise Lasser and Allan Alda.
CITIZEN KANE, the monumental work of Orson Wells, will be playing Octobei 20
and on the following Wednesday there will be another free film, THE WRONG BOX,
starring Michael Caine, John Mills, and Sir Ralph Richardson in one of the funniest
British comedies ever made.
The month of October is rounded out with UCB's Horror Festival. The four films
include NOSFERATU, the first film to be based on the Dracula legend THE HOUSE
OF WAX, with Vincent Price, has to be one of the classic horror films of all time, and
the combination of Price, Peter Loire. Boris Karloff and Basil Rathbone in a story of
two undertakers who decided to start "creating a market" for their business in THE
COMEDY OF TERRORS should not be missed. NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD has
been called one of the best horror films ever made as it combines science fiction with
horror.
The first weekend of November brings you 1 NEVER PROMISED YOU A ROSE
GARDEN, a moving and fascinating story of a young girl's struggle to escape the
nightmare world of schizophrenia. Wednesday, November 22 there wX be 1984 and
ANIMAL FARM based on the books by George Orwell. The final movie of the quarter
is probably the most off the wall film ever made. THi: ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
SHOW, a take-off on almost every kind of movie ever made.
As always, all our films, including the double features, cost only $1.00 and are
shown in 112 Oelman Hall. The Horror festival will cost $2.00 and will be shown in
109 Oelman. Be there--it's a season

*Erin Isaac
M:er a busy, exciting, hair•-ing weekend of rowdiness.
j.dn'I it be enjoyable to start
new week refreshed and read
t attle the Monday morning
• ts'.' University Center Board
i help you achieve a sense of
, being by presenting an easy
• uing. very personable Sunday
mng »tth upcoming artists
tig with a line of exotic cuisine,
agine conversing with the postal superstars of the 80's!
is »ill all be happening on Nov.
nd Nov. !9. in the Rathskeller
ween the hours of 8:00-10:30.
a very affordable price EE!
niversitv
Center
Board
Teehouse will be presenting
Ms of unique quality and
•eriise. On Nov. 5 the first
icehouse opens by introducing
local talem of Ken Mq.cellus.
sU's own Ken will dazzle his

audience with his ability to master a guitar and by his excellent
wx'al accompaniment. By being a
iVSU student and active participant m several campus organizations of student interest, he
can relate with his audience on a
personal basis.
On Sunday. Nov. 19, the return
performance of singer-composer.
Erin Isaac will be featured in the
UCB Coffeehouse. Mr. Isaac's
career has ranged from opening
major concerts, to college coffeehouse. In the mist of stardom,
Erin has been reviewed as the
"reminiscent of Gordon Lightfoot." The WSU audience pro
claimed Erin's performance last
year to be an overwhelming
success. If you missed the experience of observing Erin's special
style of entertainment, be sure
not to miss her this Nov. 19 in the
Rathskeller.

GONE WITH THE WIND
WHEN IS A HOLLOW TREE NOT A HOLLOW TREE?
If you want to keep in tune with all the exciting events taking
place at Wright Sta'c and the university community in general, then
get to know the "Hollow Tree". The Hollow Tree Box Office is the
ticket outlet for all University Centet Board events, a variety of
events scheduled by clubs and organizations, and events organized
by other campuses. You can also sign up for Miniversity -lasses,
such as disco-dancing and wine-tasting at the Hollow Tree.
Payment for these classes and all events must be made at the Box
Office.
The Box Office is located in the Hollow Tree Craft Shoppe. Room
024 of the University Center (87J-2900). Tickets will be available
Monday thru Friday. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. So if you want to be
" i n " on campus events, get you body to the Hollow Tree!

A pool hall wizard

ILHD
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Introducing a remarkable wizardy. trick shot pocket billiards, come out and join
UCB in a lecture demonstration by Paul Gerni. Paul's refreshing personality and
incredible array of trick fancy shots will dazzle your imagination.
While in college. Paul sharpened his pocket billiard talents through careful
observation and concentrated practice of some of the mysteries of the gamt During
his graduate studies, he ventured into the professional tournament world, learning
as much as possible by asking questions and absorbing everything going on around
him. Practice, concentration, perseverance, and determination became the answer to
Paul's future professional existance. They all paid off handsomely, since Paul is now
the world's most active and in-demand pocket billiard performer.
A few interesting facts on Paull Paul's high rur. is 166 (consecutive ball pocketed).
He does about 185 trick and fancy shots, using 30 to 40 favorites in each one hour
program. He has made as many as 21 balls in one shot, a Guiness book record.
Among his long list of tournament titles. Paul includes crowns ir. various aspects of
pocket billiards: 8 ball. 14.1 professional pocket billiards, equal offense, and of
course, trick shots. Ke has won the World Trick and Fancy Shot Competition
Championships in 1974, in 1976, and in 1977,
To add a little spice to the lecture/demo, there will be a short match. Paul Gerni
and the current Swedish National Billiard Champion will shoot the balls.
Tuesday, October 31 is the date to see this fantastic show of trick shot billiards in
10S Oelman Hall from 1:00 to 2:00.
The final work in trick and fancy shots •• Paul Gerni.

Up on The Hill
Arc you just going to classes and then leaving campus? Put a little spirit into your
college life, lip on the hill, in the University Center, the Rathskeller has many events
to help you fill yourself with spirit this fall quarter.
UCB knows students want to partyl Just for you, a Daytime Beer Blast will be held
Monday, September 25, between 11 and 1. Beer prices will be reduced for this
special occasion. To further entice your pleasure senses, with every beer purchase, r.
free raffle ticket will be given away. Save these precious raffle tickets, for this will
give you a chance to become a possible lucky winner of >n album record. There are
many chances to win since a winner will be announced every 15 minutes. Come and
blast upon a spectacular fall quarter in the Rathseller.
That's not all folks! Do you feel you are a kid at tieart? Cartoons, cartoons, and
more cartoons! Reminisce your childhood days with Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck and
many, many other lovable Looney Tunes characters. This is your chance to forget
about midterms, term p.-., ,-rs and profs and turn on to fantasy, Monday, October 10
from 11 to 1.
Trick or Treat!! Lrt the Rathskeller scare the
pants off of you a.id give you a
treat. Dig out the moth-balled Dracula costumes and boogie with the Wolfman. This
frightening event will be held. Friday, October 27, durir.g the bewitching hours of
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. Come in costume and enter the doors of merriment to the
Halloween Disco.
Lastly, UCB will give any bright, talented, unknown star of the future exposure. Be
in the limelight. Friday, November 9, at the Open Mike Nite. Whether a comedian,
singer or whatever, this is your chance to become either a lovable fool or WSU
superstar. Trophies will be awarded to the three top acts and much applause will be
given for your spunk. Come and be a performer or a spectator, for this event
promises to be unusually enlightening and entertaining.
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Demon Disco
We're goin get you! Got the disco fever and can't find * cure? Let
UCB's miniversity offer the medicine with a disco class, taught by
UCB's own Rob Kerg and his dancing partner Terri Calhoun. The
classes start on Wed. Sept. 27-Oct. 18 running from 7:00 to 9:00
p.m. in rooms 041-045 in the University Center. The cost is only
17.50 per person.
U John Travolta's not your style then maybe we can help you to
relax. Try our stimulating massage class. The instructor is Richard
Edgerton. The class will run from Oct. 2-Nov. 20 (every Monday)
starting at 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in room 041 in the University Center.
The price is $7.00 per person and $12.00 per couple.
Whether you've got the fever or need to get relaxed, UCB
miniversity is out to get you this year. A surprise will be coming up
this quarter to arouse those who want a different taste of life. V. atch
for hill Come to the Hollow Tree Boi Office to sign up or call
873-2900 for more information.
paid advertisement

pan! (jerni
Ye Old Madrigal

i

Merry old England will once again tantalize your senses at the
annual Madrigal Christmas Dinner December 1st and 2nd. In store
for you at this magical medieval evening includes: succulent
sustinences that will enhance your tastebuds, carefree tunes that
will carry the sweetest music to your ears, and non-stop
entertainment that will lift your spirit to a new height of ecstasty
with Chamber Singers, recorder ensembles, and Chaucer skits!
More information will be forthcoming, soon, about this delightfully
enchanting evening. December 1st and 2nd.

Hawaii anyone?
What starts off with two wheels has fun in the middle and has grass skirts at the
end? Give up?!? It's travel, tournaments, and recreation. What's travel, tournaments, and recreation you may ask? It's noitaercer, stnemanruot, dna. levart
backwards. It is also your vehicle to fun, excitement, challenge, adventure, risk and
possible romantic interlude. But seriously folks, start your wheels roiling with our
UCB bike hike to wild and wooly John Bryan Stale Park, on Sept. 30 at 10:00 a.m.
starting from the University Center.
After a strenuous October Daze, park your tired tooties on our amber waves of
grain at Achilles Hill for our traditional infamous Hayride. You are provided with fine
food, marvelous music and bountiful beverages, if you know what we mean! All this
entertainment is FREE!!
How's your brain-wave coordination? Well try your mental accuity with our various
competative tournaments. Among these strategic games are our Bodacious
Backgammon October 21, Challenging Chess October 28, and Enticing Euchre
November 4. All touranients are held in the University Center. Rooms 041-045.
Awards are provided.
The former is only a taste of what we have in store for you! if you have a more
physical orientated talent, then, we give you the opportunity to show the university
your coordination and dexterity in our ACU-I tournaments. The Accredited Collegt
Unions International tournaments consist of various events, e.g. smash a ping pong
ball into your opponents face in our table tennis tourament or dazzle 'em with your
curious cue coordination in our billiards tournament. Let us not forget bowlir.g end
foosball, also. These tournaments will be held during the week of the 13*.h in
November. This will only be a university tournament. Winners will then be sent to
the regional contests and if they are fortunate to win the regionals, the lucky devils
are sent to the nationals.
Now a way to end this fantastic fail quarter would be an exciting trip to distant
islands. Now wouldn't that be a bang up job. Weil bang no more, your wish come
true! T.T. & R. is sponsoring a trip to the enchanting islands of Hawaii. Yes, He
December 11-18 has been chosen for this once In a lifetime adventure. Dane
Hoola. party down at the luscious iuaus and induldge ,n all of the Hawaiian Culture.
Watch for advertisements concerning this outrages deal
For more information call 873-2700 or 873-2329. Or stop in at the University Center
Board office and let us entertain you!
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End-of-summer break-ins plague Wright State
was able to verify that University
property had been stolen from a
closet in their office.
Keam said thai the stolen
equipment, two Sony cassette
recorders, two Sanyo movie
cameras, and one Bauer movie
camera, were materials used
chiefly in his classes.
Kearn valued the equipment's
replacement costs a! "about
SI000." The theft is believed to
have occurred sometime between
Aug. IS and Sept. 5. according to
Lee.
In another theft. Donald Carr.
an employee of WSU, reported
his motorcycle stolen. Valued at
SI500, the motorcycle was taken
Aug. 29 between noon and 2 p.m
from behind Millett. Lee said.
UNIVERSITY POLICE have re-

BY CHUCK STEVENS
Guardian Special Writer
Recent summer theft* on the
Wright State campus are esti
mated to have netted thieves cash
and merchandise valued at over
$3100.
Security detected "heavy evi
dence" of breaking ar.d entering
Sept. 5 at the 177 Millett office of
Theater Arts instructor Joseph
Hill, according to It. Charles
lee of WSU police. Hill, however,
was on vacation at the time, and
unavailable for comment.
JACK KEARN. owner of Verity
Cycle Lab in Dayton, and a
part-lime instructor of Advanced
Motion
Picturu
Production,
charts the office with Hill. He

quested anyone with information
pertaining to the theft to contact
Officer Sha-on Isfalt at extension
2111. 3127, or 3129. The motorcycle is described as a 1975 red
and silver, water cooled. 750
Suzuki, bearing the license plate
M248
The lockers in the Physical
Education building continue to be
plagued with thefts. On Aug 29
at 130 a.m., Char! as Malick
reported to WSU police that his
locker was opened and his lock
and S5 were missing.
At 3:00 p.m. that same afternoon. police were called back to
the locker room about another
break-in. Gerald Sprouse reported that S23 in cash had been
taken from his locker, and his lock
had also vanished.

his truck, parked behind the
University Center, was forced
open.
THE ITEMS missing included a
C.B. radio, a Fuzz Buster, and a
large metal bo* of tools, all of
which belonged to Schmidt.

AFSCME
(continued from page one)
Smith felt that AFSCME has
been w illing to make concessions,
stating that they compromised on
their original request for free
parking, bu' he "can't think of
any way they (the administration)
have,"
WSU Director of Personnel
Judith Neiman was unavailable
for comment at press time.
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LEE SPJXULATED that due to
the nearness of the lockers and
the time of the reports, both
break-ins were the work of one
individual. Lee also said that
"recommendations will follow
(the investigation) that could
possibly prevent further thefts
from the P.E. building."
He suggested that these mea
sures could substantially increase
the risk to the thieves, but he
could not be more specific about
the recommendations.
In a final incident, police estimate the value of items taken in a
truck burglary at over S500.
Howard Schmidt of Montgomery
Elevator Co reported to investigator Gene Ried that sometime
between 8:15 a.m. and 9:08 a.m.
Sept. 8. the window vent lock on

cares about our readers.
Send us vour letters.
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UP TO
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For Books

This Fall!

MEXICAN
FOOD

The Mild Mannered Mexican
FROSTED MUGS OF BEER

SPECIALS
MONDAY•ENCHILADA?
TUESDAYTACOS
WEDNESDAYBURRITOS ON SALE
5 LOCATIONS
(WW Kingsridge Dr.-Davton Mall 435-6622
1328 Kauffmann Dr.-Fairborn 879-2471
5832 N. Dixie Dr.-Dayton North 27"-6051
1280 N. Keou.ee St.-Dayton Central 224-1770
',"10 Woodman Dr.-Davton East 256-2673
HOURS

Sun.-Thur-i. !1 to li

Fri. & Sat. 11 to 12

College students, you can earn up to $200.00 between now and the
end-of August as a donor at the Abbot Plasma Center. Just think
about, up to $200.00 for just a few hours a week. If you qualify as
donor. $200 can go a long way to help defray the cost of books this
fall. You must be 18 years of age. Why not call us today for
(additional information.

ABBOTT PLASMA CENTER
&44 S. Patterson Blvd.^Uvton
Ph. H3-P414

2/S1.00
3/S1.22
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Alumni Run...

It could be dangerous'
If you plan to run in the
September 24 distance race at
Wright State, it " c o u l d be dangerous." That's the assertion
made by Dr. Claude Hambrick,
WSU director of Student Health
Services.
Hambrick contended that a person who has not built up his
stamina properly could have problems.
" Y O U H A V E TO realize your
limitations. The older you are. the
slower your stamina, and your
tolerance to exercise. Not everybody can do i t . " He warned that

r

older people and people not in an
exercise program should have
medical supervision.
Patrick Moran. director of
Alumni Affairs, said " I t could be
dangerous" but on the official
entry form there is a release
which reminds people to be in
shape.
" W e also have co-operation of
the medical school. Dr. Carl
Jenliko, Chairer of the Emergency Medical Program at Wright
State has arranged for five paramedics to be on h a n d . "
Moran said the Fairborn Res-

cue Squad and individuals from
the Greene County Hospital will
work the racc.
" W E W I L L H A V E three water
ing stations where people can get
hosed d o w n . " Moran added.
" O n e you go by four times, and
two you go by t w i c e . "
The race, to be held Sunday.
September 24 at 2 p.m.. will star!
in the K lot by Kauffman road. All
runners are welcome, and the
deadline for signing up has been
extended from September IS to
September 22. Anyone wishing to
sign up can do so at the Alumni
office or the information center.
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Deadline Date
Fri. Sept. 22
Fri. S e p t . 29
Fri. Sept. 29

W e d . Oct. II

Fri. Sept. 29
T h u r s . Oct. 12
Fri. Oct. 13

M o n . Oct. 9

T h u r s . Oct. 19

I n n e r t u b e W a t e r Polo
(Co-Rec/Teams)
Tennis Single', ( m / w )
Cross Countty (m/w)
Racqueiball Singles ( m / w )
Archery (rr,/w|

j A full-time position is currently available for a scientific
brogrammer/systems analyst with experience in the development
b f data processing systems and who is proficient in both COBOL and
F O R T R A N languages. Past experience on an I B M 360/65 utilizing
BMS is a plus.
The programmer/analyst will assist a team of research engineers
a n d senior programmers who are designing a structural maintenance data reduction system. An appropiiate degree (math or
computer science) is required.
Apply in person or send detailed resume to:

Starting Dale

Volleyball (Co-Rec/Triples)

Sun. Oct. 8

T h u r s . Oct. 12
M o n . Oct. 23

Table T e n n i s Singles < a / w )

Fri. Oct. 27

Racqueiball Doubles ( m / w )
B a d m i n t o n Singles ( m / w )

Fri. Nov. 3

T h u r s . Oct. 19
M o n . Nov. 6
M o n . Nov. 13

Turkey Trot (Co-Rec/1 c a m )
Free-Throw ( m / w )

T h u r s . Nov. 9
Fri. Nov. 17
M o n . Nov. 20

W e d . Nov. 22
M o n . Nov. 20

Bowling ( m / w )

Fri. Dec. 1

Basketball ( m / w / C o - R e c )
Basketball
(Alumni/Faculty/Staff)

Fri. Dec. 1

Wed. Jan. 3
Mon. Jan. 8

W e d . Dec. 20

Sun. J a n . 7

R.W. Artman
Personnel Administration
University of Dayton
Reserach Institute
Engineering & Lab Bldg., Rm. 521
Main Ciunpus
Dayton. OH 45469

Mon. Nov. 20

j| an equal opportunity
affirmative
I Qualified
women,
minorities
lencouraged to apply

All entries must be submitted at the check-out counters in the locker rooms of the
Physical Education Building. A $10 refundable fee is required for all team activities
except the Turkey Trot and Co-Rec Basketball. Teams may add plavers in all
activites until the season starts.
For information
873-2771.

contact Intramural-Recreational

Sports

Office.

P.E.

Bldg

c
Student Development

Family Educations Rights
Privacy Act

5 f c - j - of

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

Tues. O n . 3

Touch Football ( m / w / C o - R e c )

A

wso 7
toctce^

YMCA ToivCCi 1
V
'

The Wright State Intramural-Recreational Program has a complete schedule ready
for fall participants. The following is a schedule of Fall Quarter events:
Activity

A

CfcXifc. H € « e - I t / T H £
Mst
he U * T A M l *
OP w£%"T ILC. Sho&TS, A KW.41I/
T-iHi&T
j A WOT Ke^twct.^

action employer
and handicapped

persons

are

Unbelievable Savings

J

CALCULATORS & STEREOS
Calculators
Hfwi

Toxos I n s t r u m e n t s
11-5#
Tl-SB
i i 57
PC tOOA
MBA »INANCk
ri-55
SH 40
BA HIJS'Nf SS
T 1-60*0

g r PACKAHD
WAS
Sirs

$?199S

$149 9!>

$ 73 95

n-2s

Tl-1750
PROGRAMMtH
S P l A K ft S P f l l
MOOUll LB

|

SALE
S 1*4 95
X727 96
$ 6 9 96
Si.10 96
$144 96
$ 49 96
S 89 96
s 81 06
$ 66 96
t 9796
$36096
$396 96
$699 96

S 80
S160
$176
S 80
S 80
J100
f 75
$120
$450
$496
$750

V>

F O A M . M

1

Under the provisions of the Family Educations Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. a
student has the right to withhold the release of public information to persons or
institutions outside the University.
Public information includes:
college, school, or division of enrollment
dales of enrollment
degree(s) earned, if any
iUte(s) of degree(s) earr,ed
class rank
major
honors
Public information, as defined by the University, is different from directory
information-name, address, and telephone number of the student-which is withheld
when the student checks the appropriate box on any quarter's registration form.
Any currently enrolled student wishing to prevent the release of public information
during the Fail Quarter, 1978. should complete a request form in the Office of
Student Development, 122 Allyn Hall, absolutely no later than Wednesday.
September 20, 1978.

Abo*e pricm mch/da A/C Adaptor Charger A Carrying Caaa S12 96
a r t r a tot 1KV220V Adaptor
A It abova calculator*
ham full ona yaar factory warranty
tndoaa
paymant in tut
ordar. or ramit $20 wtth ordot. baJanca
COO
4 Shipping
chargaa
Add $3 00 tor cokurlalon
and 4% ot pnea A v
racmhmrr and 5% tor tpaakara
5 FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED ontw wth K O or cmrtttad cfiack* Par
wonal chacka w%H datay tba ordar untU it cJaars bank*
2
3

Receivers
PfOHt I H SX 580
PIONEIR SX S80
PIONEER SX 790
PIONEER SX 880
PIONEER SX 980
JVC JRS61W
JVC JR-S81W
JVC j a s T o i
JVC JR S301

Speakers

LIST

OURS

LIST

OU«S

$275

$166

JfH 1-19

1175

$ 1 2 1 am

$775

$195

J B l I -36 (3 way!

$740

$189 • •

$360

$748

JBt

$750

t i n

$450

$313

JBl I 50

$800

$418

JBl I

$400

$ 7 3 9 mm

$410

$ 7 S 3 mm

$700

I 40
100

$156

JBl

$300

$737

ADVENT LARGf

$140

$380

$770

EPI 100V

$109

$

$480

$360

fSG

$179

• 143

P M C N f ORDERS A C C E P T F D
ONLY WITH
CREDIT C A R D S

1-110

I S 8

am

$ 1 1 6 mm
79 mm

814-237-5990

SEND
FOR
FREE

<Add 3% K* Ow tN Cmrd OnSara)

CATALOGUE

MI

STEREO WAREHOUSE
UO N E W A L L E Y ,

STATE COLLEGE, PA

1680)

r
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Sports coverage

Si Burick : "We just don't have the room"
BYJ.F.CAHBOU.
Guardian Sport* Editor
Fete Rose closed in on Joe
DiMaggio's consecutive hitting
streak; 16-year-old Pam Shriver
defeated one time Wimbledon
champ, Martina Navratilova. in
the U.S. Tennis Open, and Billy
Martin was fired then rehired as
Yankee Basebil! manager.
As these stories break, they
will take predominant space inside Dayton Daily News sports
pages. Consequently they will eliminate coverage of more insignificant sports in some cases,
coverage of Wright State Athle-

tics.
MINIMAL COVERAGE of
WSU sports has been a pet peeve
of the athletic staff for some time.
Coaches, instructors, and directors all wonder at the lack of
coverage in Dayton papers.
As a result, WSU Athletic
director Don Mohr invited Si
Burick, Dayton Daily News sports
editor, to address staff members
at the Septemberfcmeeting of the
WSU Athletic Staff
Burick. who is approaching his
fiftieth year as DDN Sports
Editor, addressed staff members
on editorial procedures and the

process attributing to elimination
of certain sports coverage. He
cited inadequate space and coverage of spectacular sports as key
factors in the editing 01 area
sports coverage.
HE THEN outlined a typical editorial procedure at the DDN in
order to clarify what is megat by
equal sports coverage.

you to do is make sure we get the
information at the Newt. When
we do get it though, »} doesn't
mean we will give you 24 inch
space. Maybe we would if it was a
really outstanding feature, but
chances are, we won't."
BURICK THEN encouraged
coaches and instructors to keep
David Stahl, information director
for WSU Athletics, informed of
upcoming events so he could in
turn, keep the Dayton papers up
to date.

"First, the DDN managing
editor gets a repo" on how much
advertising space is needed for
editions. Then, when the big
news breaks, space is determinIn addition to a Metropolitan
ed."
Edition, the DDN houses a separ"Our space power worsens," ate staff for Zone Editions. Burick
Burick continued. "The thing for encouraged staff members to

inform the Zone Desk as well ss
the Metro on upcoming sports
events.
"I realize WSU has a more universal area of interest than this
but there could be a time when
you could get the Zone pages to
cover events;. We can do things
for you as long as you don't think
in terms of a vast amount of
spac

"1 WISH the News could hive a
staff and space to cover all of you
and all the sports you have," he
said. "However, we just don't
have the manpower or room."

Preview of dates set for WSU fall sports
WSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The Wright State Women's
Basketball Team will play its first
game December 13 with F'at
Davis assuming full-time coaching position. Davis is calling for
an organizational meeting on
September 25 at 4 p.m. in room
Ihti of the Physical Education
Building

*****************
WSU BASKETBALL
Ralph Underhill. assuming the
position of head basketball coach,
will bring the Raiders against

Wilberforcc University when the
team plays their first game on
Tuesday. November 28. Some
added incentive may be in the fact
that the Riiders will play 13 of
their games here ar Wright State.

***+********•*•*4
WSU WRESTLING
WSU Wrestling under Coach
Stainatis Bulgaris gets underway
on November !7 and 18 when the
Ohio Open Wrestling Tournament is hosted here at WSU.
Twenty-five teams will visit
Wright State in one of the biggest

sports events in the school. The
team will meet next on December
2 at Bowling Green and Ashland
Colleges.

WSU MEN AND WOMEN'S kickoff its first soccer season
SWIMMING
since 1972 with a home match
Jim Dock. Assistant Aquatics against Capital University SepDirector, is calling for an organi- tember 23. Coach Jim Droulias
zational meeting to be held started fall practice August 14 in
A September 21 at 4 p.m. by the preparation for the home opener
pool. The first meet is scheduled at 2 p.m.
for November 13 for men and
WSU WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
women, but practice will begin V * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Volleyball coach Peggy Wyn- the week of September 25. All
WSU CROSS COUNTRY
koop begins her sixth year a! interested men and women are
Coach Bob Schui's cross counWSU with a young and inexinvited to attend.
try team starts the season Saturperienced team at a Saturday
day at the Indiana Central Invioperner in Muncie. Indiana
tational in Indianapolis. Schul is
against Ball State and Indiana
striving
to improve on last year's
State. The team will be trying to WSU SOCCER
16th place finish in the NCAA
Wright
State
University
will
top last year's 20-16 record.
Division II Championships.

-***************

****************,

WELCOME BACK! ! !
From the WSU Bookstore

Let's qet those eyes in shape
We have all of your academic supplies
Visit us in the lower level of the
University Center

